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By “Simply Staying Possesses All”:
Must Freedom and Limits be Opposed?
Elisabeth Cervantes
Veritas Preparatory Academy
Elisabeth Cervantes was born and raised in northern California. She is a recent
graduate of Thomas Aquinas College, where she received a B.A. in Liberal Arts.
She is also an alumna of the Intercollegiate Studies Institute. She was a 2014 intern through the Collegiate Network on The San Diego Union Tribune’s editorial board. Her work has appeared in the Intercollegiate Review, Ethika Politika
and The San Diego Union Tribune, and she does not plan to stop there. She will
also teach at Veritas Preparatory Academy in the fall.

A century ago, Robert Frost composed the
poem Bond and Free.1 The title is fitting for the
work, which speaks of the contrast and tension between the fleetingness of Thought and
the rooted nature of Love. Thought soars
through the heavens and is free; he can escape the harsh realities of this world to seek
the heights of knowledge. On the other hand,
Love is inherently bound to the beloved and
is forced to cling to this world, leaving her
imprint and staying in one place.
Thought is more compelling than his opposite, Love, for a majority of the poem. The
limitlessness of the intellect appeals to the
human spirit, and Frost draws us to prefer
this to earth-bound Love, until the end. Just
before we arrive at the conclusion, the tone
changes. It begins as a soft suggestion and
reaches fruition as we are invited to consider
that Love is not bound in the way she once
seemed, but rather “by simply staying possesses all.” The “all” is obtained through the
nature of being still, alongside the necessary
1

relationship with the beloved. This is not possible for Thought, whose promiscuity brings
him to constantly move through the Heavens,
never ceasing his endless search. Implicit in
this dichotomy is the paradox that Love finds
her freedom in rootedness itself—in being
bonded to the beloved—perhaps by embracing it in a fullness of sense that the fleetingness of Thought cannot achieve. Most
importantly, in this possession of the “all,” realized through the beauty of the knowledge
of a particular, could lie the true object which
Thought is restlessly seeking.
We might see the tension and contrast in Bond
and Free as the embodiment of the war between freedom and limits today. Many claim
freedom is incompatible with limits—bounds
to our desires and actions are inherently contrary to liberty. This thinking champions the
pursuit of freedom for its own sake and as an
entitlement of man, who is born with free
will. Freedom can thus be defined by negation: without any limits. Taking up this free-

Edward Connery Lathem, ed., The Poetry of Robert Frost: The Collected Poems, Complete and Unabridged (New York:
Henry Holt and Co., 1969).
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By “Simply Staying Possesses All”:
Must Freedom and Limits be Opposed?
dom, moving upward and beyond where we
have been, is always the end of action. The
implicit assumption is that an endless pursuit of freedom will always bring us to a better place, and this requires we not be bound
in such a way that constrains our ever-expanding freedom.
The limitations of unfreedom must then entail the absence of being bound to something
or someone. It would look similar to the way
Love clings to the earth and leaves her imprint. “On snow and sand and turf, I see
where Love has left a printed trace with
straining in the world’s embrace.…” Love
toils within the grip of the world and is not
free to follow Thought’s path.
And so we encounter a picture of opposites:
soaring Thought and bounded Love. Freedom and limits. Winged abandon and
chained slavery. Is this contrast right, though?
Thought has a boundless curiosity, and as a
result, he always seeks more knowledge. For
as long as he can each day, he stays in the
heavens, until he is forced to remember that
his place is on earth, not among the stars.
Hence, would he also admit to a more melancholic side to his fleetingness: that he is never
satisfied, and there is something else he is
endlessly seeking, never quite finding it?
Could it be that Thought cannot be satisfied
precisely because his mode of seeking will
never encounter its objects on the level that
Love possesses, with the security that Love
seems to gain through her bondage?
The restlessness and dissatisfaction of
Thought certainly seems true of today’s culture, too. Societal and traditional limits have
been sacrificed for the sake of being unattached and unbounded. Two of our institutions have suffered the effects of this freedom
most gravely: marriage and community. Because we set boundaries to the limits we will
accept, marriages are often contingent upon
endless gratification and are no longer seen
2

—continued

through the lens of permanence. Not at all
unconnected, the Burkean “little platoons,”
social identity, and tradition have been abandoned for freedom to roam. With that replacement, community has all but vanished.
And so modern man has emerged, restless
and always roaming, left with only pure and
simple freedom.
There is nothing inherently wrong with individual freedom, just as there is nothing
wrong with Thought. In fact, both are natural to and crucial for man. For Americans,
our love of liberty comes from a recognition
of a good and true principle upon which the
country was founded: the inviolable dignity
and consequent rights of each person. But as
with all good things, we must always ask ourselves what freedom’s purpose is. The state of
our culture today suggests that perhaps we
have missed the mark and ceased to see that
the individual freedom we enjoy has a larger
purpose; it is not an end unto itself. Thus,
when freedom is cleaved from its end, it
leaves man in the dissatisfied state—so characteristic of Thought—which appears as a
distinct mark of today’s culture. We hunger
for community and idolize freedom; we seek
intimacy but exhaust our time in things fleeting; we lament the loss of something we cannot describe but refuse to reach for
understanding.
Love and her submission to limitation encounter no such difficulties. As Frost first describes Love, the presence of a particular
object is implicit. We should note our concept of Love’s embrace requires a particular
to imagine it, for Love’s embrace is realized
most fully in the essence of another soul.
People find fulfillment in particulars. I cannot love generally, I must have an object for
my love. This necessity was powerfully articulated in the Brothers Karamazov, when Father Zosima recalls the words of a man: “‘I
love mankind,’ he said, ‘but I am amazed at
myself: the more I love mankind in general,
the less I love people in particular, that is, inB
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dividually, as separate persons.’”2 We cannot
actually love all of mankind’s souls, but
rather, the nature of human love requires that
particular souls are its object.
In other words, I cannot love humanity in the
same way that I love my child. I love this
child, friend, spouse. In requiring particular
obligations, Love can certainly be seen as limiting. I cannot abandon my child; I cannot be
unfaithful to my spouse; I cannot leave my
friend in need. If we are to be bound, or truly
love, we are no longer wholly our own, and
are limited by the beloved. But we may become more whole, able to become the people
we ought to be. Relationships shape us
through their very limitations; the particularity of people demands a surrender of personal freedom, which, ultimately, should
serve to our betterment.
There is no room, of course, for these things,
in the path forged by Thought’s “dauntless
wings.” Freedom as pursued for its own sake
is not able to possess or cherish a particular
object. It cannot see the particulars as gainful
in themselves—it has eyes only for the unlimitedness before it. But if freedom ought to
exist as ordained to a purpose, what is that,
and in what context does it appear? It is, most
proximately, the family and the community.
We have not always been a whole composed
of unattached individuals. The America Tocqueville encountered in the nineteenth century was full of interdependent communities,
which speaks to the country’s broader character. He offers us particular insight into the
relationship between freedom and limits
within these communities: “The township
unites two advantages that, everywhere they
are found, keenly excite men’s interest; that is
to say: independence and power. It acts, it is
true, in a circle that it cannot leave, but its
movements within that are free.”3 Here we
see an image of a limiting power being in

place, but within it, genuine freedom, perhaps truer than would have otherwise been
present.
The traditional understanding of the community, or City, is as an extension of the bond and
mutual dependence existing between family
members. Families depend on the duties of
their members to function and survive. Because of this, they are able to obtain what they
need, both physically and spiritually. Concerning the City, men have always come together for a variety of purposes, the first of
which is to “live well,” according to Aristotle.
Another word for living well is happiness. This
idea of flourishing brings the fullest sense of
happiness to living in the communion of a
City. Communities exist because men are social animals, and they need this in order to be
happy. Just like the family, citizens are bound
together by interdependence and, ideally, a
mutual esteem for one another and the role
each has in the larger whole will be present.
In family and the community, we see the freedom of men ordering themselves to meeting
both practical and social needs. This is true
firstly on a material level. Survival is only
possible immediately through the family, and
more remotely (but no less vitally) through
cooperation with others within the City. Secondly, if man is by nature a social animal, he
fulfills his need for communion with others
(and this is a need particular to man) when
he operates within the family and City. Outside the family and the City, are others, not
ours, and in the very distinction of definition
we see that men naturally need the limits inherent in the context of a family and community to form their identities.
If limits exist naturally, and man lives according to these, he will be the most free because he is choosing what is best for his
human nature. Freedom, then, is fulfillment
of nature; that is, man existing as he is meant

2

Fyodor Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov, translated by Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky (New York:
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2002), 51.
3
Alexis deTocqueville, Democracy in America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002), 62.
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to exist as man. And, if he is fulfilling that lessness of sacrifice. We see this in the dannature, he will be the happiest. Therefore, gers of excessive love that possesses without
Love’s particular freedom and happiness bounds and in the excessive gift that puts the
seem interchangeable in this sense. Here we receiver in our debt.
see echoes of the aforementioned line of
Frost’s poem: “Yet some say Love by being Granting this, we must remember that
thrall and simply staying possesses all . . . .” nonetheless, Thought will never satisfy if not
This all is the happiness possessed by Love who pursued for the sake of Love. This is manihas found her freedom in bondage. Thought, fest by the nature of human relationships: We
by fleeing constantly, cannot hold onto this.
can know much about a person without loving them, but we cannot love without knowTrue freedom entails limits, which are nec- ing the beloved.
essary to human survival and natural to
man. Further, acting within these limits will We see this reflected similarly in our discusallow man to be truly happy, which means sion of freedom and limits. Freedom is vital
that he will know Love. And so we may re- to man, but it must be used so that we can
turn to our question: are freedom and limits choose the things best for us as human beinherently contrary? Our discourse inclines ings so as to make us happy. We are meant
us to answer, no.
to use our free will to choose to regard our
families, live in communities and commit
Frost beautifully describes Love and Thought ourselves as individuals and as citizens to
as each looking at a different facet of gaining lives of virtue and love of one another.
happiness. The last stanza of the poem is especially worth quoting in full:
The beauty of Frost’s meditation on the relationship of freedom and limits is that it reHis [Thought’s] gains in
flects how the soul should be disposed toward
heaven are what they are.
the Divine. We ought to remember that havYet some say Love by being thrall
ing faith and claiming to love our Creator reAnd simply staying possesses all
quires both Thought and Love and also
In several beauty that Thought fares far
requires limits on our entire lives. AccomTo find fused in another star.
plishment, money, power, and knowledge are
unsatisfying unless they are pursued for the
Love has won happiness—there is beauty in sake of something more permanent. And yet,
her possession. But we are left with a haunting even God does not require our love to be eximage of Thought only glimpsing this beauty clusive, welcoming even glory reflected by
fused in the stars—he never possesses it.
our freedom to love the persons and things of
His creation. As Frost brings us to see, limits
We should note the distinction that Love are not an imposed shackling, but rather a
does need Thought, she simply doesn’t need conscious embrace that can help us to posThought’s limitlessness. In fact, Thought aids sess happiness. If our culture reflected this
Love in ensuring she does not lose herself in understanding, perhaps we could be satisfied
the beloved. The boundaries of personality with all we can possess—that which we can
are two-sided and limitlessness must be truly call our own. In this we can rest while
avoided accordingly, whether it be the limit- still being free—the most free of all.
lessness of being unbounded or the limit-
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FORTHCOMING
COMMERCE AND COMMUNITY
(Routledge, 2014)
Since the end of the Cold War the human face of economics has gained visibility and generated new
conversations among economists and other social theorists. The reductive and mechanical "economic
systems" that characterized the capitalism-vs.-socialism debates of the mid-20th century have given
way to pluralistic ecologies of economic provisioning in which complex agents cooperate via heterogeneous forms of production and exchange. Through a multidisciplinary approach, this book examines how this pluralistic turn in economic thinking bears upon the venerable social-theoretic division
of cooperative activity into separate spheres of impersonal Gesellschaft (commerce) and ethically thick
Gemeinschaft (community).
Drawing resources from diverse disciplinary and philosophical traditions, this book offers a collection
of fresh, varied and critical appraisals of the Gemeinschaft/Gesellschaft segregation of face-to-face community from impersonal commerce. Some chapters issue urgent calls to transcend this dualism while
others propose to recast it in more nuanced ways or affirm the importance of treating impersonal and
personal cooperation as ethically, epistemically, and economically separate worlds. Yet even in their disagreements, the thinkers featured in this book all paint the process of voluntary cooperation – the
space commerce and community – with uncommon color and nuance by traversing the boundaries
that once segregated the thin sociality of economics (as science of commerce) from the thick sociality
of sociology and anthropology (as sciences of community).
This book facilitates critical exchange among economists, philosophers, sociologists, anthropologists,
and other social theorists by exploring the overlapping notions of cooperation, rationality, identity,
reciprocity, trust, and exchange that emerge from multiple traditions of thought within and across
their respective disciplines.
INTRODUCTION
Robert F. Garnett, Jr., Paul Lewis,
and Lenore T. Ealy

Chapter Six: What Does True
Individualism Really Involve?
Overcoming Market-Philanthropy
Dualism in Hayekian Social Theory
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Paul Lewis
CONTRIBUTORS
Chapter Seven: Methodological
PART I: SOCIAL COOPERATION
Individualism and Invisible Hands:
Chapter One: The Evolution of
Richard Cornuelle’s Call to
Human Cooperation
Understand Associations
Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis
Steven Grosby
Chapter Two: The Theory of Social
Chapter Eight: Comment: Don’t
Cooperation Historically and
Forget the Barter in “Truck, Barter
Robustly Contemplated
And Exchange”!
Peter J. Boettke and Daniel J. Smith
Shaun P. Hargeaves Heap
Chapter Three: Commerce and
PART III: HUMAN(E) ECONOMICS
Beneficence: Adam Smith’s
Chapter Nine Between Gemeinschaft
Unfinished Project
and Gesellschaft: The Stories We Tell
Robert F. Garnett, Jr.
Emily Chamlee-Wright and Virgil
Chapter Four: Comment: Entering Henry Storr
the “Great School of Self-Command”:
Chapter Ten: Community, the
The Moralizing Influence of
Market and the State: Insights from
Markets, Language and Imagination
German Neoliberalism
Sandra J. Peart
Samuel Gregg
PART II: IDENTITY AND
Chapter Eleven: Bourgeois Love
ASSOCIATION
Deirdre McCloskey
Chapter Five: Commerce, ReciChapter Twelve: Comment: Behind
procity and Civil Virtues: The Conthe Veil of Interest
tribution of the Civil Economy
Laurent Dobuzinskis
Luigino Bruni
PART IV: ENTANGLED SPHERES
Chapter Thirteen: How is
Community Made?
Colin Danby

Chapter Fourteen: Commerce,
Community, and Digital Gifts
David Elder-Vass
Chapter Fifteen: Classical Liberalism
and the Firm: A Troubled Relationship
David Ellerman
Chapter Sixteen: Comment:
Exploring the Liminal Spaces
between Commerce and Community
Martha A. Starr
PART V: NOT BY COMMERCE
ALONE
Chapter Seventeen: Reciprocity,
Calculation, and Non-Monetary Exchange
Steven Horwitz
Chapter Eighteen: Kidneys, Commerce, and Communities
Neera Badhwar
Chapter Nineteen: Banks and Trust
in Adam Smith
Maria Pia Paganelli
Chapter Twenty: Comment:
Bankers, Vampires, and Organ Sellers: Whom Can You Trust?
John Thrasher and David Schmidtz
ENVOI
The Apologia of Mercurius
Frederick Turner

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT: HTTP://ROUTLEDGE-NY.COM/BOOKS/DETAILS/9780415810104/
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NOW AVAILABLE!
Conversations
on Philanthropy IX:
Law and Philanthropy
Papers in this volume explore the historical
and legal foundations that shape contemporary
philanthropic institutions and practices.
A feature symposium on “The Political Economy
of Tax Exemption” sheds light on current
debates over the rationale for tax exemption as
well as the charitable deduction for donations.
Contributors include: William C. Dennis, Robert E.
Atkinson Jr., Adam G. Martin, John E. Murray, Robin
Rogers, John T. Thomas, Steven Grosby, Richard H.
Helmholz, Joseph Isaac Lifshitz, Ilaria Anna Colussi,
David F. Hardwick, Leslie Marsh, Todd Breyfogle,
and George McCully. With book reviews by: Troy
Camplin, Art Carden, Samuel Gregg, Heather Wood
Ion, George Leef, George McCully, Tony Woodlief,
and Martin Morse Wooster.

ORDER ONLINE AT
WWW.CONVERSATIONSONPHILANTHROPY.ORG
OR WWW.AMAZON.COM

FORTHCOMING
Conversations
on Philanthropy X:
The Legacy of
Richard C. Cornuelle
Papers in this volume explore the work of Richard
Cornuelle, co-founder and benefactor of The
Philanthropic Enterprise. From the 1950s until
his death in 2011, Cornuelle was a leading analyst
and champion of voluntary association and social
enterprise, and he sought to align philanthropy
with the principles of a free society.
With essays by: Robert F. Garnett, Jr., Peter J. Boettke
and Paola A. Suarez, William Schambra, John McClaughry, Heather Wood Ion, Roger A. Lohmann,
David Ellerman, and Frederick Turner.

ORDER ONLINE AT
WWW.CONVERSATIONSONPHILANTHROPY.ORG
OR WWW.AMAZON.COM
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The

Philanthropic Enterprise
The mission of The Philanthropic Enterprise is to strengthen our understanding of how philanthropy and
voluntary social cooperation promote human freedom and flourishing. Through scholarly research,
convivial exchange, and the discovery and encouragement of social traditions and innovations that
produce joy, wisdom, and prosperity, The Philanthropic Enterprise seeks to demonstrate the crucial
importance of independent philanthropy, voluntary activity, and spontaneous social orders in the
formation of a free and humane society.
Board of Directors

Steven E. Grosby, Ph.D.
Clemson University

Lenore T. Ealy, Ph.D., President
John T. Thomas, J.D., Secretary-Treasurer
Jeffrey J. Cain, Ph.D., Director

Richard B. Gunderman, M.D., Ph.D.
Indiana University
Charles Hamilton
Philanthropy Consultant

Ingrid A. Gregg, Ph.D., Director

Steven Horwitz, Ph.D.
St. Lawrence University

Program Council
Peter Boettke, Ph.D.
George Mason University

Heather Wood Ion, B.Litt. Oxon
The Epidemic of Health

Alejandro Chafuen, Ph.D.
Atlas Economic Research Foundation

Paul Lewis, Ph.D.
King’s College, London

Emily Chamlee-Wright, Ph.D.
Washington College

Leonard Liggio, Ph.D.
Atlas Economic Research Foundation

Christopher J. Coyne, Ph.D.
George Mason University

James Otteson, Ph.D.
Yeshiva University

G. M. Curtis, Ph.D.
Hanover College

David L. Prychitko, Ph.D.
Northern Michigan University

William C. Dennis, Ph.D.
Philanthropy Consultant

Roger Ream
The Fund for American Studies

Gus diZerega, Ph.D.
Independent Scholar

Jack Sommer, Ph.D.
Changepoints Institute

David Ellerman, Ph.D.
University of California, Riverside

Virgil Storr, Ph.D.
George Mason University

Robert F. Garnett, Jr., Ph.D.
Texas Christian University

Frederick Turner, Ph.D.
University of Texas at Dallas

The Philanthropic Enterprise is an Indiana not-for-profit corporation, with 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status.
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